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I am a quantum engineer interested in
how quantum physics informs biology at the nanoscale
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Double slit-like experiments with huge biological molecules

https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.14538

I Arndt, est ’99 (started with C60!)
I Record: chain of 15 amino acids interferes with itself
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Room-temperature tunneling of both electron and protons have been observed

I Klinman experiments:
protein tunneling links protein
dynamics to enzyme catalysis
Annu Rev Biochem. 82, 471 (13)

I Might enzymes be subjected to
natural selection?

I Al-Khalili theory: might proton
tunneling be responsible for DNA
mutations? Biosystems 50, 203 (99)

I Theory: might ion tunneling help
explain ion channels functioning
(eg., high selectivity)?
many articles; controversial

Adapted from bit.ly/quantumbio nicearticle
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The case for photosynthesis

I Lots of transient absorption,
2D-spectroscopy

I Quantum (vs. classical) coherence?
Fleming, Engel X,
Scholes 7

I Beyond coherences, overlooked:
transport might be optimal
because noise-assisted
(as per quantum simulation)
Phys. Rev. X 8, 011038 (18)



The case for olfaction

I Turin’s theory: lock/key mechanism +
vibrational resonance
(enabling tunneling)

I Turin’s experiment:
flies can smell deuterium vs. H X
PNAS 108, 3797 (11)

I Vosshall’s experiments:
humans and flies cannot smell isotopes 7
Nat. Neurosci. 7, 337 (04)
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involving spin-correlated electrons (a.k.a. ‘radical pairs’)

I demonstrated at room temperature,
in solution, down to geofield strengths
Steiner, Chem. Rev. 89, 51 (89)

I known to depend
on the quantum spin state of the radical pair

I hypothesis: same mechanism
under physiological conditions
Ritz, Nature 429, 177 (04); Hore, Annu. Rev. Biophys. 45, 299 (16)

I only animal photoreceptor
known to sustain radical pairs:
cryptochrome
(also clock regulation)

Adapted from Hore, Annu. Rev. Biophys. 45, 299 (16)



Magnetosensing mechanism may be universal across vastly diverse species

organisms known to express cryptochrome/ magnetosensing studies on cryptochrome



Evidence for cryptochrome-based magnetosensing abound...

...at disconnected length scales

magnetosensing in birds lost
without right wavelength to excite

photoreceptor cryptochrome

magnetosensing lost
in cryptochrome knock-out flies

quantum for up to ∼ 1 µs
in solution, room temperature

in vitro cryptochrome fluo
modulated by magnetic fields

Quantum + room temperature + noisy environments
Experimental capabilities developed for technological quantum sensing
may enable establishment/refutation of living quantum sensing

at physiologically relevant scales!

Image credit: Kattnig, Nat. Chem. 8, 384 (16); Du, J. Photochem. Photobiol. 90, 989 (14); Ritz, Nature 429, 177 (04); Gegear, Nature 454, 1014 (08)
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Quantum + room temperature + noisy environments
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The experimental approach is driven by mathematical models

I photophysics/spin physics of cryptochrome (∼ flavin) is known

I model predictions can be tested for first time at spin-physics length scales,
ex.: radical pair is born in a singlet state
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Same physics of magnetosensing might underlie relevant biosensing phenomena
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Technological features also driven by the same physical principles

cellular metabolism...
or improved charge transport?

animal navigation... or improved photovoltaics?

I electromagnetic probes utilizing technology developed over millions of years
⇒ ultrasensitive electromagnetic probes [health science, medical industry]
⇒ deployable sensors [military industry]

I understand/control of magnetic field effects
⇒ engineering of metabolic processes [health science, medical industry]
⇒ optimization of singlet fission (solar cells) [basic science, energy industry]

I biological information processing
⇒ quantum sensing/information/computing [basic science, ‘quantum’ industry]

I understand/control of electronic transport
⇒ optimization of charge transport (devices) [semiconductor industry]
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Electron transport through nanoscopic chiral structures is more efficient
than that through achiral structures due to spin-orbit coupling

I Naaman first experiments in DNA
Science 331, 894 (11)

I Recent spintronics boom
I All industries interested

in charge transport should care!
I All biologists should care

(DNA, α-helices...)!
I Surface effect?
I Spin filter vs. spin polarizer?
I Lacking definitive

theoretical description
Adapted from Nat. Rev. Chem. 3, 250 (19)
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Might Posner molecules sustain long-lived coherent interactions in the brain?

Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 20, 12373 (18)

I Fisher’s theory: reverse-engineer
possible long-lived spin interactions

I Solution: nuclear spins of P atoms
bonded into nanoscale Ca9(PO4)6

I Such ‘optimal’ molecules exist
(‘Posner’), currently being
investigated by multi-researcher
team at UCSB
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Quantum (info, sensing, computing)-inspired recent approaches

Experiment: coherent
control of opsins

in live tissue

Experiment: photon
entanglement

in green fluo protein

Experiment: photodriven
quantum teleportation
of an electron spin
in a radical system

Paul et al., Nat. Phys. 13 1111 (17)

Shi et al., Nat. Comms. 8 1934 (17) Rugg et al., Nat. Chem. Sept 19

+ Theory: Grover’s search algorithm might be naturally occurring Arxiv.org/abs/19 08.11213
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Things about which I don’t have an opinion

Penrose’s theory on
‘quantum consciousness’

Microtubules (motivation: symmetry)

Vedral’s theory on
the ‘quantum bacterium’

Paul et al., J. Phys. Commun. 2 101001 (17)

Claim: interpret existing data as evidence
for strong coupling and entanglement

between photon/bacterium
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Quantum Biology as a multi-scale, multi-discipline effort

I Think about multi-scale, multi-discipline collaborations – nano expertise needed!
I More organized hubs: Germany (Center of Quantum BioScience), Japan (Institute

of Quantum Life Science), England, Israel... – need one in the US!

I Surrey is the world’s first (and only) Quantum Biology doctoral training center
I Efforts at ugrad level as well (ex.: ∼ iGEM competition, for synh. bio.)

I NSF sponsored workshop on ‘Quantum Processes in Biology’ (18), this talk
I ‘Quantum leap’ as one of NSF’s big ideas – extend to biology!



Quantum Biology as a multi-scale, multi-discipline effort

Image credit: Trippe, Nature



Can quantum physics be established – or refuted! – to account for
physiologically relevant biosensing phenomena,
and be manipulated to technological and therapeutic advantage?
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+ Article ‘Quantum biology may help solve some of life’s greatest mysteries’
(The Scientist magazine, bit.ly/quantumbio nicearticle)
+ Apparently new layman book in 2020



Can quantum physics be established – or refuted! – to account for
physiologically relevant biosensing phenomena,
and be manipulated to technological and therapeutic advantage?

We’re open for collaborations! And we’re hiring! At all levels! Internships too!
Interested? Let’s talk!

Contact me: cla@ucla.edu
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